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H.W. Wilson Announces the New Edition of  

Facts About the Presidents 
 

The Presidents of the United States, from George Washington to Joseph Biden, are the subjects of 
continuing popular interest and scholarly research. Countless books have been published about these 46 
men—individual and collective biographies, academic studies, political analyses, and pictorial histories. 
Since 1959, Facts About the Presidents has been providing essential facts about the men who held the 
office of the President, as well as the men and women who supported and influenced them, particularly 
their Vice Presidents and First Ladies.  
 
This thoughtful compilation presents, in one volume, easy-to-access data about the Presidents’ lives, 
backgrounds, and terms in office, as well as information about the presidency in history, tradition, and 
law. More than just the facts you’d expect in such a work, this ninth edition includes information that 
paints detailed personality portraits—both politically and personally. From favorite foods to last words, 
hobbies to physical characteristics, education to military service, father’s occupation to cause of 
mother’s death—it’s all here. 
 
This ninth edition includes information that paints detailed personality portraits, both politically and 
personally—it’s all here: 
 

• Favorite foods 
• Last words 
• Hobbies 
• Physical Characteristics 

 

• Education 
• Military Service 
• Father’s Occupation 
• Cause of Mother’s Death and more! 

Facts About the Presidents comprises two parts. The first contains a separate chapter for each President, 
arranged in chronological order. Each chapter offers a general profile showing the President’s dates in 
office, dates of birth and death, and religious, ethnic, educational, and occupational background; it 
includes a section on his parents, siblings, marriages, and children; material on relevant elections, 
congressional sessions, cabinet members, Supreme Court appointments, and the Vice President, together 
with highlights of the President’s life and administration. The chapters in this edition features more than 
200 images depicting the Presidents, Vice Presidents, and First Ladies, as well as the people, places, and 
events associated with each administration.  
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In addition to the insights about the Presidents, Facts About the Presidents includes facts and figures about 
the politics of the time—ruling party, election numbers, political achievements—as well as inaugural and 
convention traditions, background of the electoral college, and perks of the office throughout history. 
 
Updated as of November 2021, this title includes new information on Barack Obama’s second term, and 
brand new chapters on Donald Trump and Joseph Biden. Facts About the Presidents is perfect for trivia 
buffs, students, scholars, librarians or anyone searching for an entertaining, informative source. In addition 
to the insights about the Presidents, this edition includes facts and figures about the politics of the time—
ruling party, election numbers, political achievements—as well as inaugural and convention traditions, 
background of the electoral college, and perks of the office throughout history.  
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